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battles upon their own invoking of Yahuweh, jokes aside, publication in criminology, race misnomers  

 

On announcement One. In the area of identity theft and personal story connections to the 

investigations of such theft; is my new book. The first in the series. A couple of years ago; this series was 

set to start: and then there was the c-m, and robbery; and I think retrieval at least that’s what all the 

evidence at the end pointed to. So finally the first version of this series has started. It will be starting 

tomorrow for five days.  

Here’s the link and image: cited: amazon and amazon kindle 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07BKP3P6M/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521576435&sr=8-

1&keywords=goura+fotadar 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07BKP3P6M/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521576435&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07BKP3P6M/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521576435&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
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On announcement Two. The extended cited: stalker alert. Has turned to continuation of barricades of 

me using public bathrooms, and men and women following me around and screaming at others in front 

of me; then right afterward pretending I did that and attempting to get me arrested. I have in this 

course another additional citation for being homeless; and I have no storage. Just today the “police” 

tried to tell me more about what I could and could not do about well anything. 

 I suppose it gets confusing about the conception of freedom in our country. Please see images of 

evidence or something such as that: evidence, identification of virtue, mine [uh].  

Of course my Navajo and-or central Asian race is once again mis-labelled as white; no offense white 

people, but I’m starting to get really suspicious of how much the non-contributing to my work 

population is living off of uh me. The address; as many know, I am currently on the street; homeless; is 

of the local homeless provision center: where homeless people receive basic goods.  

 

Oh do I see more “cops” near my cited: clearance; to go to the bathroom.  
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